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Curriculum:
The ecological concepts and principles (environmental tolerance, and indications
limitation, examples of the general principle indicator principle, the principle of general
indication, the complementation principle;. Multiplurális the environmental principle).
Ecology, biology subject of continually, the organization above the individual units and
scales: the organization over individual units); levels of biological organization,
particularly with regard to the supra-organizational levels, definitions and
characterizations. The interaction between man and nature, biological and cultural
coevolution of biological complementarity of capacity and mediation systems. The
population of the association and community life, the biome and biosphere. The concepts
behind and plant populations; properties and structures; Ecology of clonal herbs.
Uniformity of globalization, identifying global problems, search for solutions; the need
for sustainable livelihoods and opportunities, diversifying globalization. The competition
and Herbivorian, their role in the regulation of communities; intra- and interspecific
competition, competitive exclusion and stable coexistence; a niche subdivision and
segregation plant associations. Theories Association: Clements - Gleason core
hypotheses. Plant community structure (the space-time structure, the main reasons for
their formation); and textures (floral elements, cönotype, etc.); diversity, diversity
indices; diversity maintenance mechanisms. The interpretation of the environment and
nature protection; the environment and tolerance: the relationship between population and
environment; based on the turnover. The concept of primary production, distribution of
the earth; primary productivity and energy utilization producers, the primary level; the
trophic structure of food chains and webs; material and energy flows, on biogeochemical
cycles; limiting the production of primary environmental factors: light, heat, water, CO2,
nutrients. Communities change in time, the main succession types: a secular, primary,
secondary, biotic, ecogenetic and plant cover; a niche subdivision changes during
succession; Basics of the island biogeography, ecological isolates; stability. The main
indicator of ecosystem status, the system is interpreted as characteristics of organisms
communities. The biosphere and its history; The concept of biodiversity, importance,
need for protection; Gaia Hypothesis; Change the associations and global biogeochemical
cycles and their consequences; The history of human nature conversion activities; the
world food problem; fresh water shortages; the growth of the world population problem;
world economic growth, economic globalization; environmental technologies,
environmental protection.
Professional competencies:
Knowledge of general and specific mathematical, natural and social scientific principles,
rules, relations, and procedures as required to pursue activities in the special field of
environment protection
Knowledge of the learning, knowledge acquisition, and data collection methods of the
special fields of environment protection, their ethical limitations and problem solving
techniques.
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